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Cover image: Be See Know Grow Yo
by Shantell Martin
Artist and philosopher, Shantell Martin, grew
up in Thamesmead. She says the cover image
represents:
BE – Is about Being yourself, knowing yourself
SEE – Seeing the future, being present
KNOW – Knowing, education, expanding
knowledge
GROW – Growing and planting for the future
YO – Keeping it playful and saying hello
shantellmartin.art
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JD Swann at Southmere Lake, page 47
Photo by Alessia Gammarota alessiagammarota.com
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The Thamesmead
Culture Directory
showcases just
some of the town’s
creative talent
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The Thamesmead Culture Directory
was compiled following an open call to
people living and working in the town.
It showcases a broad range of the
creatives, activities and businesses
in the area. We hope it inspires you to
find out more.
Most entries include contact details,
and those featured are keen to hear from
you. So, if you want information about
the new darkroom at the Lakeside, fancy
a go at cheerleading with Utopia, or just
need to know a bit more about Belmarsh’s
baby kestrel, please get in touch.
If you’d like to appear in the next
edition of the directory, email
ThamesmeadNow@peabody.org.uk.
You can also ask to join the monthly
Culture Forum, an informal sharing of
creative ideas and plans which is open
to all.
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Rapper Enny, pictured in Thamesmead, page 36
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Adelaide
Damoah
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“My performances
have at their core the
principle of Sankofa –
an ancient Ghanaian
idea which tells us to
learn from our past in
order to live a better
present and future”
Artist Adelaide Damoah uses painting,
collage, photographic processes and
performance to investigate and interrogate
colonialism, spirituality and feminism. In
this performance, Reanimating Shadow
Projections of the Real, Adelaide’s feet were
restrained with resistance bands so every
time she moved forward, she was pulled
back. She created the performance to
honour the fight for survival undertaken by
her mother and all women of African descent.
Adelaide also likes to use materials that
add meaning to beautiful imagery. In other
pieces of work she has used a pigment made
from reclaimed gunmetal, to emphasise the
complexity of the legacy of colonialism.
adelaidedamoahart.com
@adelaidedamoah

Photo by Missan Harriman
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@andreastomoiaga

ALEX
TUCKWOOD
Alex Tuckwood’s pièce de résistance is the
Thamesmead Travelling Cinema. Designed
and built over the last two years, it was
created using discarded materials from
the Southmere building site and more than
400 LPs he scavenged in local charity shops.
A designer and maker focusing on the
re-use of waste materials, Alex heads up
the education and recycling organisation
Plastic Please. In his spare time, he can be
found spinning disco, dance, funk and soul
on RTM.FM.
plasticplease.co.uk
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“Some people say
I am a photographer,
but I like to call myself
an artist-in-making.
I love everything to
do with visuals”
Andreas Tomoiaga won funding from
Thamesmead’s Kosmoss Gallery for his
2021 exhibition Drawing Circles.
Looking ahead Andreas, who was
born in Romania in 2000 and moved to
the UK in 2015, would like to follow in
Andy Warhol’s footsteps and turn his
artistry into a profitable business.

Andreas
Tomoiaga

@plastic.please
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“Have you ever
seen anything as
beautiful as trees?”
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Andrew Livingston Boyd is a science teacher
and poet. His love of the flora and fauna of
Thamesmead is at the heart of the work in
his debut book of poems, Birchmere.
Andrew, who teaches physics by day, also
sells posters of his own inspirational quotes
on Etsy. His dream is to be a full-time writer.
etsy.com/uk/shop/ofallthewords
poetandrewlboyd

Andrew
Livingston
Boyd

AUSTEN
MATHIESON
The work of photographer and
filmmaker Austen Mathieson is often
deeply personal. He recently completed
Talk Show, a short film set in a live
radio studio. The piece centres on
a conversation between the show’s
presenter, played by Austen, and a caller
whose brother has recently taken his
own life.
Austen lost someone in his own family
to suicide, and made the film because
he wants people to think hard about the
struggles others face.
Very much community focused, Austen
is also keen to share his skills, and is
looking to start a film and photography
course for local people, teaching the
basics through to editing and mastering.
austentatiousproductions.com
@austenmathieson
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Bethanys Beautiful Beads

@bethanys_beautifulbeads
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Bethany Pound Green makes necklaces,
bracelets, rings and earrings for her brand
Bethany’s Beautiful Beads.
Also a dancer with Deptford Freestylers,
she has performed with Tilted Productions
at the Greenwich+Docklands International
Festival.
Bethany, who has velocardiofacial syndrome,
believes her creativity can inspire others.
Looking to the future she’d like to turn her
jewellery-making hobby into a profitable
business.

Bethany
Pound
Green
BIANCA
LUCIA
RUS
bianca.rus.lucia@gmail.com
imdb.com

@biancaluciarus
16

After winning several national film
awards in her homeland, Romanian
filmmaker Bianca Lucia Rus relocated
to Thamesmead two years ago.
Graduating from the MA course at
Middlesex University with her short
film The Party, she’s now developing
her first feature, a crime thriller.
Also a fan of the still image, Bianca’s
photographs were recently shown
in a Brick Lane gallery. A believer in
the power of art to improve lives,
she’s currently working on a narrative
photography project encouraging
people to be kinder to themselves
and each other.
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Carolyn Long designs and sells unique wall
art. Every element of her images is born of
her imagination – starting with the creation
of fascinators, which are displayed on
painted mannequin heads, photographed,
and then printed for display. Carolyn also
teaches Adowa (Ghanaian dance from the
Ashanti Region) and composes songs in
both English and Ghanaian – check out the
Soundcloud link to hear her soulful tunes.
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As DJ C Jay Jace she is the voice
behind the Moody Longhair show on
RTM.FM – a monthly session which includes
classical, opera, jazz and world music.
craftyprintsbycaza.com

soundcloud.com/pheeya

rtm.fm/listen/moody-longhair

CHRIS
FRANCIS

CAROLYN
LONG

Chris Francis wants those who view his work to observe and
appreciate the colours, forms, structures, textures and shapes
around them. He enjoys capturing erstwhile industrial scenes
from his South East London surroundings, which remind him of
his early days in the West Midlands. He also creates experimental
prints, as well as figurative and fantasy assemblages based on
found objects. Chris has exhibited throughout the UK and has
shown work at Mayfair’s Cork Street Gallery.
arteclectic.gallery
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CHRIS
WAITE
@thamesmeadphot1

youtube.com/user/MyGinger68

20

Photographer, videographer and one of
the residents behind the Thamesmead
All Stages Facebook group, by day Chris
Waite runs the team that looks after
the town’s waterways. Never far from a
camera, his images record both the history
and natural glory of the area.
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@correlli.arts

correlli.arts@gmail.com

“I work in photography and
video, and I dabble a little
bit in graphic design”
“I started with photography, and when I was a shy
little amateur and struggled to shoot people I shot
buildings instead, mainly in and around Thamesmead.
It helped me build confidence in my craft. I would call
Thamesmead my first ever subject.”
“How I see it is… whatever is in front of my lens must
have triggered some connection inside me that made
it appeal to me. So then my job is to capture that
connection and convey it visually. I see myself as the
‘middleman’ in this art form, as the art was already
there, I take it from life and put it into a picture or
video to exist forever.”

Correlli Arts

COMFORT
ADENEYE
Everyday banter lies at the heart of Comfort Adeneye’s films,
which focus on the lives of her South London neighbours.
Her Channel 4 film Chicken and Gistin’ (pictured) follows
a quickfire conversation between friends in a fast-food
restaurant, while her BBC short Top Wavers depicts a trio
of young men discussing how to achieve perfect hair waves.

@_comfortt

comfortadeneye@gmail.com

Comfort’s next film It Takes a Town is an urban re-telling
of the African proverb ‘It takes a village to raise a child’.
It’s been commissioned by Thamesmead’s Black Culture
Collective and will be released in summer 2022.
The filmmaker also recently won a place in the
Thamesmead Creative Studio, a team of five local young
people who are commissioning Southmere’s first piece
of permanent public art.
22

Musician Veli Gotti, photographed by Correlli Arts
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Dagmar is a Director and Virtual Production
Supervisor working in live action, mixed
reality and virtual production for film,
tv and commercials. This image comes from
a Stella McCartney advert she directed on
location in Thamesmead during her time at
the National Film and Television School.

dagmarscheibenreif.com
@d.s_creative

Originally a cinematographer and editor
(with experience of filming both above and
below the water) Dagmar is thrilled to be
directing her first feature length film in 2022.
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Dani
Tagen
Dani is interested in systems and how everything is
connected, but too complex to be predicted. She works
in many different media including video, photography,
performance, music and site-specific installations.
Her film Time Window, made in one of the tower blocks in
Thamesmead, won Best Experimental Short at the 2021
Accord Film Festival in India and was a semi-finalist at the
San Francisco Indie Film Festival.
Dani, who also works as a cultural heritage photographer for
London’s leading museums, has exhibited in her native São
Paulo as well as London, Berlin, and Vienna.
danitagen.com
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Daniel
Bolarinwa
“When the sunlight
is right”

Photographer Daniel Bolarinwa is always
on the lookout for things that highlight
symmetry or alignment. He loves to
capture the colour and contrast of the
urban environment in photos, particularly
“when the sunlight is right”.
@danrinwafilm
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This portrait of Pippa, an abandoned
kestrel chick found by guards at
Belmarsh prison, was taken by
photographer and writer Dennis Low.
His work explores the relationships
humans have with animals, and he is
particularly fascinated by animal rescue
and zoos.
Dennis’s work has been shown at places
including Somerset House and the Royal
Academy Summer Exhibition. He is
currently writing a book about artists who
had a connection to zoos.
Following her stay at Belmarsh, Pippa
went to a bird sanctuary in the Midlands.
She was eventually released back into
the wild.

Dennis
Low
takemetothekittens.com
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The Polish-born artist, who also uses fine art
techniques, performance and theatre in her
work, particularly enjoys creating public art.
dominikakieruzel.co.uk

DJ Empress
Hasina
Empress Hasina’s weekly Blessed Love show
on RTM.FM blends reggae, soul and world
music with reviews, inspirational readings and
chat. The Empress actually believes her best
live gigs have been at an old folk’s home in
Woolwich, but she also has fond memories of
playing on the 50th anniversary of Jamaican
independence at the Princess Alice in
Thamesmead. During that event Usain Bolt
won gold in the 100 metres at the London
Olympics, and Hasina’s crowd partied on until
the early hours in celebration of a remarkable
day for her homeland.
The Empress, who has lived in the
Thamesmead area for more than 40 years,
is also a regular on thenimla, a music radio
station which streams live from New York.
30

DOMINIKA
KIERUZEL

Dominika’s most treasured projects involve
installation and sculptures made from
detailed stitching and fabric.

rtm.fm/listen/the-blessed-love-show
thenimla.com
hasina.zuberi
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DOREEN
& ROGER
MCLEAN
“I don’t make things
from kits, so everything
is from my imagination”
Doreen and Roger live surrounded by the textiles
and wooden objects they have made in their many years
in Thamesmead.
Doreen, who started her creative journey with a cross
stitch kit in the 1980s, enjoys playing with textiles. “I take
three different fabrics and see where the material takes me.
Sometimes it works out, and sometimes it doesn’t!”
Roger, who has been working with wood since he was
a child, used to pick up stray pieces of timber to make
go-karts and sledges. More recently he has built trains
for his grandchildren, as well as this miniature fabric shop,
which the couple fitted out using tiny pieces of paper,
material and miniscule figures.
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“It is time to recognise
that elephants
are people whose
language we don’t
yet understand”
In the mid 1990s a young artist spotted a
lump of concrete in a skip, which had the
look of an elephant. After retrieving it he
worked on it a little, and was delighted with
the resulting creature.
Some 25 years on the artist, now known as
Elephantman, has created many hundreds
of the beasts.
And what started as an artistic practice has
led to a broader quest. Elephantman hopes
his figures and accompanying plaques will
help humans understand that animals are
not just “things”.
“Animals”, he says, “do not vary from
humans in their capacity to feel joy, love or
pain. They are fellow passengers on this
rock hurtling through space, rather than
resources to be consumed.”
Elephantman has several elephants on
display in Thamesmead, with plans for
others to join the herd in the future. His
sculptures can also be found in many
other locations across Europe.
wearepeople.org.uk

@elephantmansculpture
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Rapper Enny was always drawn to
performance. She threw herself into
Thamesmead’s dance and music scene
from a young age and remembers groups
like Myztikal and the Thamesmead Youth
Awareness Programme (TYAP) were key in
developing her confidence.
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“At primary school I had
a big, red puffy adidas
jacket and I used to rap,
so people called me
Missy Elliott”

Fast forward a decade or so, and the dream
came good. In 2020 Peng Black Girls, a
song about the beauty of black women and
her frustration at the way they are often
depicted, became a lockdown hit. When
the R+B Songstress Jorja Smith recorded a
version of the track with Enny, it went viral.
She says it was an unbelievable time: “I just
kept on thinking this isn’t making sense!”
Her 2021 debut EP Under 25, which
addresses issues like domestic violence
and gentrification, has impressed many.
The influential BBC Introducing team, who
recently gave Enny their prestigious One to
Watch award, clearly have their eye on her.
Looking to the future, Enny certainly has
a mission. “I don’t think many people really
know how Black women live in the UK ...
so I want to represent that. I want to tell
that story.”

@ennyintegrity

management@EnnyArtist.co.uk
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ENNY
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Gary is an international award-winning
artist specialising in large-scale public
art, murals, mosaics and mosaic sculptures.
He creates original pieces that bring
individuality and a sense of place to
landscape and architectural projects.

drostle.com

gary@drostle.com

He is based at the Lakeside Centre in
Thamesmead, and much of his work relates
to history, local communities and culture.

GARY
DROSTLE
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GONZALO
FUENTES
Although Gonzalo Fuentes‘ work reveals
his fascination with modern buildings, he’d
actually never heard of Thamesmead when
he arrived in London from Spain in 2019.
Renting a room on Holstein Way, he was
stunned at the futuristic architecture he
found on his doorstep, and so began a love
affair with the town.
His artistry also extends beyond the visual
– Gonzalo and his flatmate have created
a Spotify playlist entitled Abbey Wood
Selecta, which they see as the soundtrack
to their life in the area.
cargocollective.com/gonzalofuentes
fuentesgonza@gmail.com
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Gonzalo has recently won a place on the
Thamesmead Creative Studio, a team of five
local young people who are commissioning
the first permanent public art for Southmere.
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HELEN
DAVENPORT
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For the last 21 years Helen has been designing and making
unique carnival costumes for places like Notting Hill and
St Paul‘s in Bristol, as well as for international events in
France, Italy and India. She sees carnival as an amazing
platform to showcase large-scale creative costumes
and engage all ages, abilities and cultures in joyous
performances and traditions. Helen is passionate about
passing on her skills and runs community workshops in
costumery alongside her commissions.
As an artist and sculptor she also makes three-dimensional
installations, festival decorations and props for corporate,
private and international events such as the Dubai World
Cup horse race in Meydan.
helendavenport.com

helendavenport@icloud.com
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Hephzibah
Adegoke
thatcreat1ve.com
@thatcreat1ve_

Graphic designer and collage artist,
Hephzibah Adegoke, wanted to create
something about her home country
Nigeria for her recent degree show at the
University of Creative Arts in Canterbury.
This image, Understanding my Motherland,
used scrap-booking techniques to
showcase some of the art and history of
the land she left behind as a small child.
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IDA
SETE
Ian “Sunnyboy” Tyson has been playing
the harmonica for more than 30 years.
He’s pictured onstage with The Old Boys’
Blues Band at the Thamesmead Festival
2021, but he has also worked with Abbey
Wood Community Sound and the Abbey
Wood Pop and Rock Choir.
Ian also dabbles in the world of radio,
and has been developing his podcast
Stages of Life for RTM.FM.
info@thetaksfirm.london
44

IAN
TYSON

idasete.com
@idasete

Ida Sete’s music is inspired by traditional
melodies from her native Lithuania as well
as the playfulness of improvised jazz.
Think Bjork, Baltic style.
A singer, vocal coach and player of many
instruments, she often accompanies herself
with a Lithuanian zither string box called
a kanklés.
Ida, who is working on her first album,
has performed across the world in jazz
clubs including the JZ in Shanghai, and
the A-Trane in Berlin.
45
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“Thamesmead’s
very own urban
jazz and soul
diva”
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J D Swann is one of many in Thamesmead drawn to
the birds and wildlife that live in and around the town.
He can normally be found in his hide or ranging around
the lakes, nature reserves, marshes and woods.
J D leads workshops and community outings exploring
the wonders of the area, and has also developed
projects in Stephen Turner’s Exbury Egg, and at the
Thamesmead Festival. His work includes the Reclaim
the Marshes walks for the 2021 Estuary Festival, as
well as Thamesmead’s Best Beaks – a radio series for
RTM.FM which combines interviews, nature news, field
recordings and ornithological intrigue.

News Shopper

J D Swann appears courtesy of Calum F Kerr.
rtm.fm/listen/thamesmeads-best-beaks
vimeo.com/calumfkerr

thamesmeadsbestbeaks@gmail.com

J COCOA
Versatile jazz vocalist J Cocoa was raised
in the heart of Thamesmead. She performs
solo but has also collaborated with choirs
and other artists and worked as a backing
vocalist.

linktr.ee/JCocoa_Official

missj.frimpong@gmail.com

46

J Cocoa, who performed on the same bill
as Rag’n’Bone Man at a charity event in
Trafalgar Square, also gives vocal coaching
to people who want to learn how to own their
stage presence. She is currently working on
a solo EP.

J D Swann
Photo by Alessia Gammarota alessiagammarota.com
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@jaejuelz_
@JaeJuelz

JAMIE
ZUBAIRI

Painter, photographer, actor and poet
Jamie Zubairi often blends one medium
with another to create performed artworks.
This approach landed him a central role
in Chrissie Hynde’s music video Adding
the Blue, which used animated film of him
painting as a backdrop for the singer.
As an actor Jamie is known for playing
the title role in Inspector Chen, a detective
series set in 1990s Shanghai and adapted
for BBC Radio 4. He also acted in and
co-wrote Tides, a feature which premiered
at the London Film Festival. He’s pictured
here in The Caucasian Chalk Circle.

Jae
Juelz
Rapper and singer Jae Juelz likes to mix
melodic R&B sounds with the Afrobeats of
his Nigerian heritage. Thamesmead inspires
him, and he wants to give voice to those
who live in the area.
Jae’s proudest moments have been
performing at the Thamesmead Festival,
and he’s keen to work with more creatives
from the town. He’s also looking to a future
that includes making short films and
documentaries as well as music.
48

byronsmanagement.co.uk
@zubairiart

@jzoobshoots

jamiezubairi@gmail.com
Photo by Mark Dinoulis
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Jamkvy
“For me, music has always been the
hammer to break social barriers”
The grime artist Jamkvy began MCing
and clashing (a verbal battle between
two rappers) when he was a teenager
at Woolwich Polytechnic. At 14 he put
together a group, Illuminati – I Double L,
which drew people who were involved in
London gangs together.
@jamkvy
50
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Australian-born artist JF Payne is a painter
and filmmaker concerned primarily with the
history and traditions of Western art making.
He is fascinated by new forms of beauty
which arise out of modern technologies
such as 3D printing and scanning, laser
cutting and holograms. This image is part
of a series of holograms entitled Propeller,
which depict people and scenes from
everyday life in Thamesmead.

JF
PAYNE

Since then, career highlights include
being a part of the grime collective
Nu Brand Flexxx, working on the BBC 1Xtra
show Gimme Grime, and touring Europe
and North America.
Recently he has been working with his
brother, Saskilla, on albums Godson 1.8
and Shirley – the latter named after their
late grandmother.

jfpayneartist@gmail.com
@jfpayneartist
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Proudly Chinese, Jules’ lyrical rhymes
and experimental melodies detail her life
in South East London. Her first release
Outsider, which she wrote on the bus,
mixes descriptions of real incidents
with hypnotic keys and eerie train
announcements. One reviewer, describing
the track as “sad and gorgeous”, notes
“if you ever felt like an outsider yourself,
even if this is not your story, you can relate.”
Jules’ second EP – IDENTITY: Who Am I –
was released in December 2021.
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“I smash stereotypes:
I’m an Asian, female,
LGBTQ+ hip hop artist
talking about the
world as I see it”
julesofficialmusic

@julesofficialmusic
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Julie
Adams

JULES

|

Julie is an all-round print and digital designer with
extensive experience in book, catalogue, company
report and magazine publishing. In recent years she
was the designer behind DRIFT, a Thamesmead art and
culture periodical. She also art directs photographic
shoots including interiors, fashion, children, food
and animals. Having taught design at a major London
University she is now planning to mentor young people
who want to work in media.
newleafbookdesign.co.uk

julieadamsdesign.moonfruit.com
julieadams5@icloud.com

linkedin.com/in/julie-adams-64893713
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KEITH
HAU
“Just being able to
perform and thrive,
make music, that’s the
kind of thing I love”

Illustrator and graphic designer Keith Hau takes his
inspiration from both his observations of nature
and his love of whimsical folklore stories. Readers
of Talk of Thamesmead will be familiar with his rich
illustrations which use pattern, texture and colour
to build vibrant, positive images.
Keith says it was also an honour to be asked to
create a hoarding (pictured) and a canalside mural
in the town he grew up in. He feels those projects
taught him the value of belonging to a community
where residents are key to creating a sense of
place and identity.

keithhau.com
@keith.hau

Kid
Bookie
@kidbookie
@kidbookie
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”I am definitely inspired by a lot of what
made me, which is a lot of heavy music, a lot
of rap music, a lot of melodic music, a lot of
classical music. My music evolved when I
became more authentic to challenges I face
rather than hurdling them with false bravado
on a masquerade.”
”My biggest achievement would probably
be... I don’t know there’s so many. Getting
to tour with Kerrang! Being able to land in
Billboard’s top mainstream rock songs with
Corey Taylor from Slipknot. Just being able
to perform and thrive, make music, that’s the
kind of thing I love.“
55
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Since she was sent to prison for two-and-ahalf years after a fight in a nightclub in her early
twenties, Lady Unchained has used poetry as
a medium of salvation, solidarity and protest.

unchainedpoetry.com
@lady_unchained

Determined to rebuild a meaningful life on her
release from jail, she began performing publicly
about her experiences. She also founded the
Unchained Poetry platform to give others who
have been through the criminal justice system
a place to explore their own voices.
Lady Unchained, whose work includes giving
a TedXLondon talk and curating an exhibition
of prisoners’ art, hopes that her efforts will result
in the justice system treating people from Black
and ethnic minority communities more fairly.

Kwame
Augustine
kwameaugustine.com
@kwameaugustine

Kwame Augustine is an actor, writer and
voiceover artist. His audio play The Novelist,
which follows the romantic escapades of a
fictional author, has recently been adapted
into a multi-sensory experience which toured
the UK, America and Ghana.
More locally, Kwame’s Words on the Mere
performance at the 2021 Thamesmead
Festival, where he read poems recalling
festivals past and the joys of home, was hailed
as “on the button” by one discerning listener.
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LADY
UNCHAINED
“Will you help me build an
Unchained world where
love is love?“
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“It’s where I come
from, it helps me
build my stories”

INDEX

Singer and songwriter Lovelle says that
growing up among the diverse people of
Thamesmead has given her streetwise
exterior a “soft lining”. Currently touring
with fellow Voice chanteuse Becky Hill,
Lovelle is also working on a follow up to
her EP Therapy.

@lovelovelle

lovelleofficial

Lindo, whose work focuses on portraying
the female form, believes meaning and
beauty within art are inextricably linked.
Born and raised in South Africa but also
a British citizen, she draws inspiration
from her dual identity.
lindokhandela.com
@khandelaart

Lovelle
Hill
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“Not for the faint-hearted”
That’s Southside Magazine’s warning
about the work of the musician and rapper
Mad Rai.
Growing up in Nigeria he preferred rock and
roll and hardcore hiphop to Afrobeats.
Now Mad Rai draws on sounds including trap
metal, dark hip hop and punk to create work
he believes balances rage with peace.

Magenta
Monkey
Magenta Monkey is an Italian artist whose
work focuses on beauty, nostalgia and love.

linktr.ee/MadRai
@madxrai

Photo by Maisie Boyle
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She came to the UK to explore and
experiment, and recently completed an
animation and illustration degree. She is
also a member of the Thamesmead Creative
Studio, a team of five local young people
who are commissioning the first permanent
public art for Southmere.
campsite.bio/magentamonkey

vimeo.com/magentamonkey99
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Marie-Nelika
Clerc

Portrait and documentary photographer
Marie-Nelika Clerc likes her pictures to tell
a story.
Much of her recent work focuses on the
regeneration and revitalisation of the
Lesnes estate in Thamesmead.
Originally from France, Marie-Nelika has
lived in the town since 2018.
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marymartins.com

@marymartinsart

marienelikaclerc.com
@marie_n_clerc

MARY
MARTINS

Mary Martins is a documentary animator
and experimental filmmaker. Her work
combines traditional and digital animation
techniques in an exploration of the world
as she sees it. Laying animated sequences
over her own 16mm and 35mm live action
footage, Mary’s films are playful collages
of moving images and abstract forms.
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MichpixLondon won Amateur
Photographer magazine’s Picture
of the Week with Don’t Let Go, this
striking image of a mother and
daughter out for a stroll (above left).

Amateur Photographer loved
the contrasts within the picture,
describing it as “a photographic
yin and yang”, “reminiscent of
Bill Brandt”.

The photographer spotted the
pair when she was out walking.
She remembers seeing “this
amazing shadow” and was delighted
she captured the side of the little
girl’s face as the sun hit it.

One of the first children to move
to Thamesmead in the early 1970s,
Mich is an active member of many
camera clubs, including the
Disabled Photographers’ Society.
michpixlondon.co.uk
@MichpixLondon
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“How can we find ways to
reconnect with the natural
world, and stop poisoning
it and ourselves?”

MIYUKI
KASAHARA
miyukikasahara.com

The land art installation pictured was created
by Miyuki Kasahara and Thamesmead’s
Youth Eco Development Council in 2020.
Entitled Marsh Harrier’s Shadow it is made
from rubbish collected in the area. This bird
of prey ruled the local marshlands before
Thamesmead was built.
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Olusola
Sophia
Anyanwu
British Nigerian author Olusola
Sophia Anyanwu writes romantic
and family fiction that is rooted in
her Christian faith.
Currently publishing her 10th book,
Sophia says of her work “it is like
playing God in your own universe.
I think this is one of the greatest
things about being a writer – I create
characters in my own world and
determine their fates. It is great fun
but very hard work!”
Sophia, who settled in the UK in her
forties, has also worked as a teacher
in both Nigeria and England.

olusolasophiaanyanwuauthor.com

Multi-media artist Miyuki has worked and
exhibited extensively in England as well as in
France, Greece, and her native Japan.
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“Colouring in the world,
one wall at a time”
Designer Paige Denham creates screen
printed artworks, stationery and public
murals. Inspired by pattern, colour, shapes
and community spirit, her joyous work is
currently brightening up underpasses and
hoardings across Thamesmead.
paigedenham.com

@paigedenhamprints
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Paul
Stephan

Paige
Denham

“There’s no other place like
Thamesmead to be honest, it’s like
a country of its own, people who
live here will know what I’m talking
about. It’s where I’ve spent most of
my life, it’s fathered me, taught me,
shaped me into the man I am today.
So being a musician you’re definitely
going to hear and see Thamesmead
in everything I do.”
@paulstephan_smf
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Raheem
Bakaré

Raheem Bakaré believes that sharing your art
can put you in a vulnerable spot. “It’s important
to be confident in what you put out because
ambiguity is contagious, and can easily be
projected onto your audience.“
The singer, who says he is the kind of creative
who produces, writes, mixes and directs the
videos afterwards, admits that in the past he
has been known as “Raheem the Machine”.
He is most proud of getting his songs
played on the radio by Sir Elton John, and of
performing on the same stage as Solange
Knowles at Lovebox Festival.
@raheembakare
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“Things that
I don’t know how
to do excite me”

RAY
BROWN
“My work is a reflection of my natural
curiosity. I take lots of different things
that I’m into, and apply them to multiple
disciplines – whether it be film samples in
my beats or using VHS in my videos. I love
learning the rules of the game and seeing
how far I can bend them. “

@notblackbutbrown
@lezgerrit

@dranksriracha
@effessdee

“Setting up the Flag Sunday’s Community
Football in Thamesmead is actually what
I am most proud of, and I hope to build this
into a league of local teams in the future.”
Photo by Lincoln Gore
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Romulo
romulogoncalves.com

”If I had to define my work I would say it is
a balance between action and contention,
sourcing my energy from the power of
improvisation, serendipity and conscious
reasoning. I get inspired when “something
triggers something”, and that brings a lot
of energy to my creativity.”
Romulo has exhibited in London, New York,
Paris, Italy, China and his native Portugal.

The image above is from his 2020 film
Mini Me, a comedy short featuring a tiny
figure of himself. Riordan is also particularly
proud of his Face of Thamesmead
photographic exhibition, which was part
of the 2019 Thamesmead Festival.
@thetaksfirm

riordantyson@hotmail.co.uk
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Riordan
Tyson

Riordan Tyson is a freelance filmmaker,
editor and photographer. Recently he
has been working on social media content
about Thamesmead for Groundwork
London, a charity that creates space for
nature in urban areas. He is also part of
The TaKS Firm – a film, arts and music
collective whose work includes the
multimedia project Hoxton Blues.
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Rya
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ryadraws.com
@ryadraws

Rya describes himself as an
artist masquerading as an
illustrator. His commissions
include a set of portraits of
leading media women for
HuffPost – which featured this
picture of the actress Nicole
Beharie (seen below). Rya is
currently working on a solo
exhibition called Tsuntkata.
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Artists and filmmakers Vanessa Scully & Liam Scully are the
founders of the nomadic project space Thamesmead Texas.
They create events, exhibitions, workshops and residencies
which they centre around a pop-up art bar.
In Summer 2021 Scully & Scully launched their most
ambitious project to date: The Thamesmead Travelling
Cinema. A 25-seater mobile outdoor community cinema
made from reused materials, hand built and designed
in collaboration with craftsman Alex Tuckwood. The
cinema hosts seasonal screenings programmed with
local people, that celebrate the diversity and utopian
possibilities of Thamesmead.
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Scully
& Scully
thamesmeadtravellingcinema.com
@thamesmeadtravellingcinema
thamesmeadtexas.com
@thamesmeadtexas
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Shantell
Martin
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Shantell is an artist and philosopher whose
work is a meditation of lines, a language of
characters, creatures and messages.
Raised in Thamesmead and currently living
between Los Angeles and Jersey City,
her mastery of spontaneous drawing has
captivated an audience of international
patrons, institutions, major brands and
admirers.
Her current commission for Thamesmead
– Thamesmead to Tokyo to New York City
– was recently unveiled in the town.
shantellmartin.art
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Siobhan
Schwartzberg
“Thamesmead has been a huge inspiration
to me. I came here because I felt a pull to the
area, the architecture and the personality
of the residents. The town inspired my
short film Othello; a modern interpretation
of Shakespeare’s play, set around a
Thamesmead-based dirt bike scene.”
Othello premiered at Manchester Film
Festival a week before lockdown in 2020.
Siobhan is currently working on several
projects including a surrealist children‘s book.
siobhanschwartzberg.com
vimeo.com/user83995177
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SYD
HEATHER
Filmmaker Syd grew up in Thamesmead, and
his recent comedy-adventure Sodabikes
was set and shot around the town.
The short film, which is available to watch
on Amazon Prime, is about three adult
siblings who race around their childhood
neighbourhood on homemade “motorbikes”
to decide who gets to release their late
mother‘s ashes.

Made with support from Peabody’s
Thamesmead Community Fund and
the help of local cast, crew and residents,
Syd says he is proud of making something
that positively challenges the stereotypical
way the area is often portrayed.
In 2021 Syd also released his first feature
documentary Micropubs – The New Local,
which explores the craft beer revolution in
the UK. Additionally, his producing portfolio
includes a slew of award-winning shorts
that have screened at BAFTA and Oscar
qualifying festivals.

sydheather.com
@sydheather
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Tapiwa
Dingwiza
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Tailor and fashion designer Tapiwa learnt
her trade working in the family business as
a child in Zimbabwe. Her parents, who were
pastors, made money by sewing dresses,
knitting cardigans and making leather bags.
Today Tapiwa makes bespoke garments to
order, in addition to her work tailoring and
fitting outfits for Wimbledon, Olympic and
Paralympic officials.
Keen to pass her skills on, Tapiwa also
teaches fashion and sewing from beginner
to degree level. During lockdown, her Stitch
and Sew Academy ran online classes for
people in Thamesmead who wanted to start
making their own clothes.
stitchandsewacademy.com
@stitchandsewacademy
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TASHANA
linktr.ee/TashanaOfficial
@TashanaOfficial

Tashana’s 2021 debut EP Womanhood,
which is receiving mainstream airtime
from the likes of KissFM and Capital Xtra,
examines her physical and spiritual growth
as a woman. Reflecting on her journey
the singer/songwriter says: “I’ve explored
different genres and created a sound that
reflects my heritage and upbringing as a
British Jamaican, as well as having found
my own sexy, raunchy and grown vibe.”
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TRACY
SADA
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Tatiana
Oriana

Tatiana describes herself as
“a creative entrepreneur with
fingers in many pies”.
Her work includes: running
Firefly Fitness UK, which puts
on classes for families and
adults; being the director
of community organisation
The R.O.M.E.L Foundation,
which delivers arts and
culture projects; presenting
her RTM.FM show Mum-ish –
Conversations between Mums,
where women get to talk about
their lives.
In spare moments she
designs and sells Afrocentric
jewellery with her daughter,
and writes books.

From performing at the Jazz
Cafe and O2 Academy Islington
to supporting artists like Elsa
Hewitt and Velvet Negroni,
Tracy Sada has come a long
way from the house party jam
sessions where she cut her
teeth as a singer.
Her jazzy, soulful debut EP
Just Soothin’ and Cruisin’
was released in 2021. And
when she’s not busy writing
or performing she also fronts
the Tracy Soothes show on
RTM.FM, where she enjoys
“spreading some demo love
through the airwaves” by
playing new music from
South London’s rising stars.

Tatiana is also a founding
member of Thamesmead’s
Black Culture Collective.
@theromelfoundation
@fireflyfituk

@bla.ckculturecollective
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tracysada.com

@tracysoothes
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VOICEOVER
X-blu

VOICEOVER is an
underground tech house
& techno DJ, with a
penchant for all that is
fast paced and bassy.
Starting out just before
the pandemic hit, he’s
delighted to be back in
the clubs, and is working
on playing a few shows
abroad next year. He’s
also been learning how
to mix and master, and
hopes to release a track
in the coming months.

@xblu.music
xblu.music

Avant-garde punkists who play out like
Joy Division meets Nico – indie rock band
X-blu have recently released their debut
single, Fear.

Band members Dani Tagen, Sybil Mayard
and Gary Parker cite influences ranging from
acoustic to soul to electronica. The group
– who work in visual art, film, music, poetry
and video – are signed to Ruclona Records.

@fre555h
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ZEE
UPITIS
Zee Upitis is a documentary
filmmaker, visual artist, music
producer and event curator.
This image is a still from a video
essay made as part of an ongoing
feature project about Thamesmead.
The film will blend a portrait of the
town with the artist’s own journey
of self-discovery.

c-d.space

vimeo.com/configuredisfigure
@configuredisfigure
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GROUPS
The choir enjoys performing at festivals and social
events across South East London, and has done
several fundraising shows for the Greenwich and
Bexley Community Hospice. Members were also
thrilled to be able to provide choral accompaniment
for the French circus troupe Compagnie XY
when it performed in Thamesmead as part of the
Greenwich+Docklands International Festival.
Anyone who likes singing is welcome to come along
to rehearsals at The Abbey Arms on Tuesday evenings
for a free taster session, with members paying £4 per
drop-in session on subsequent visits.
TheAbbeyArmsRockPopChoir.weebly.com
AbbeyArmsRockPopChoir

THE ABBEY
ARMS ROCK
POP CHOIR

Members of The Abbey Arms Rock Pop Choir describe
themselves as a friendly bunch of fun-loving adults
that get together to sing. Their repertoire is nothing if
not eclectic, and includes songs from the Bee Gees,
the Foo Fighters and Katy Perry.

@rockpopchoir

choirdrive@gmail.com
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Harry is a firm believer in music’s therapeutic potential.
Recently he has been working on plans for a community
discussion forum, which would encourage people to
make musical as well as verbal contributions during live
online sessions.

AbbeyWoodCommunitySound

abbeywoodcommunitysound@gmail.com
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Abbey Wood
Community
Sound

Musician Harry Wallington is best known in Thamesmead
as the founder of Abbey Wood Community Sound,
which ran monthly musical evenings for all at the
C2K Community Centre on Eynsham Drive for several
years (pictured).
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CRAFTA
@craftAcomm

CRAFTA FRIENDS

CraftA runs sociable craft projects that
help people make friends in their
community. The sessions centre around
knitting, crochet, felting or textiles, and
encourage a relaxed and joyful approach
to creativity. It will begin a new textile
and craft group at The Nest in Thamesmead
in 2022.
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Lakeside Drawing Group

During lockdown, the Lakeside
Drawing Group recorded a course
of six video lessons teaching basic
art skills to a class of adults, some
of whom hadn’t picked up a pencil
since school. The online class was
enjoyed by people from across
Thamesmead, and is now available
free of charge for anyone to follow
via the group’s website.
The sessions were led by
Jamie Zubairi, Sioned Jones,
Dominika Kieruzel, Miyuki

Kasahara, Nathalie Coste and
Bhajan Hunjan, all of whom are
artists working with the Lakeside
Centre and Bow Arts.
In the future the Lakeside Drawing
Group hopes to invite people to
meet up to draw the landscape and
wildlife of Thamesmead. Anyone
interested can join the Facebook
group for details of events.
Younger artists are also welcome if
they are accompanied by an adult.

thamesmeadlifedrawing.co.uk/videos
lakesidedrawing

DRAWING AT
THE LAKESIDE
CENTRE
94

Thamesmead Life Drawing
Set up by Jamie Zubairi in 2019, Thamesmead
Life Drawing welcomes all adults, from beginner to
experienced artist, at its weekly sessions with live models.
The drop-in meetings, which have a friendly and
supportive atmosphere, feature poses that range in
length from two to 20 minutes – plus a quick-fire
round of ten second drawings.
The evenings often include poetry readings, which bring
another artistic dimension to the session.
Tuesdays 7.00pm – 9.00pm at the Lakeside Centre –
from £8 (concessions available)
thamesmeadlifedrawing.co.uk
@thamesmeadlifedrawing

Photo by Riordan Tyson
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DYNAMIX
For the last 15 years, Dynamix has been
teaching street dance to young people in
Thamesmead. The group performs whenever
it has opportunity and is a much-loved feature
of all the local festivals.
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“Worry less,
dance more”

@dynamixdancerz

dynamixyoungdx@gmail.com

Run by volunteers, Dynamix brings in
professional choreographers to teach.
Classes for 5-18 year-olds of all abilities are
held on Friday evenings at Thamesmead
School of Dance.

Future
FM Live
Future FM Live was set up at the beginning
of lockdown by mobile DJs Rob Andrews
and Vinnie Nevin. The pair, who live on the
same landing in The Moorings, run the radio
station from home when they’re not busy
with their day jobs.
Hosting 40 DJs from places including
Spain, Australia, Scotland and Abu Dhabi,
Future FM Live plays an eclectic mix of
music, and broadcasts the occasional
music interview, as well as a health and
wellness podcast.
futurefmlive.com

futurefmlive2020
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London
College of
Performing
Arts

AM to dig out brighter
pictures

Global Fusion
Music & Arts
Global Fusion Music & Arts (GFMA) is a
Greenwich-based charity which produces world
music and art events for community audiences
throughout South East London.
GFMA has been particularly active in
Thamesmead since 2015, offering African
cultural events in The Link with live music and
food; free children’s workshops in local libraries
for Fairtrade Fortnight and Black History Month;
a production of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream in Birchmere Park (pictured); two
World Music community festivals, including the
2021 Thamesmead Family Fun Day in Gallions
Reach Park.

globalfusionarts.co.uk

The London College of Performing Arts
teaches sixth formers acting, musical
theatre and dance from its home at
The Link.
Staffed by a top West End and industry
faculty working in partnership with
London South East Colleges, the college
has a 160-seat theatre and trains around
180 students at any one time.
londoncollegeofperformingarts.com

Photo by Tor Hills
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ORDINARY
PEOPLE’S
THEATRE

Ordinary People’s Theatre was set up in 2018
to encourage anyone drawn to the stage to
take part in some local dramatics.
With a focus on comedy and light-hearted
work, the group also has its own weekly radio
show on RTM.FM. Productions include the
mini soap Ladies of the Lilacs, which features
Jan Wright and Beryl Brine (pictured) as a pair
of crime solving sisters.
Ordinary People’s Theatre is always on the
lookout for new members to take on roles both
on stage and off. No experience is needed
– all are welcome to attend at Abbey Wood
Community Centre on Tuesday evenings.
www.ordinarypeoplestheatre.co.uk

ordinarypeoplestheatre@gmail.com

THE MARVELLOUS
GIRLS CLUB
The Marvellous Girls Club runs
seminars and workshops to help
girls and young women develop
their talents and confidence.
Creativity is key to the process.
Previous events include a dance
project focused on leadership, and
a crochet workshop promoting
mindfulness.

Sessions on jewellery-making,
baking and sewing are also
planned for the future.
The club, which has members
ranging in age from 10-18, also
organises fun days and family
events to help foster the bond of
friendship between parents and
their daughters.

TheMarvellousGirlsClub

themarvellousgirlsclub@gmail.com
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PRESTIGE
SCHOOL
OF DANCE
Strictly Come Dancing’s Len
Goodman was responsible for
encouraging Corinna Clement to
start teaching in Thamesmead
in the late 1980s.
Corinna, who grew up studying
and then teaching at Len’s school
in Dartford, has been schooling
the town’s children in ballet, street,
freestyle and acrobatic dance
ever since.
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Thamesmead
Gospel
Community
Choir

THE DIRECTORY

“Music has a way of touching
lives like nothing else”
Natasha Sampson, who leads the
Thamesmead Gospel Community Choir,
believes that singing is a force for good in our
society: “It has the ability to help people make
changes. It heals, and in a world where we
often focus on our differences, it helps us see
what we have in common.”
Anyone is welcome to join the Choir, which
sings both in church and at community
events. The team also runs a music and voice
teaching programme that is open to all.
tfhmusic@tfhlondon.org
07985 600 354

Her company, Prestige School of
Dance, prides itself on its success
in exams, competitions and displays.
Corinna particularly delights in
the fact that those she has taught
over the years now bring their own
children to classes.
Prestige School of Dance runs
from a purpose-built dance studio
at Arch 16 in Byron Close.

Prestige-School-of-Dance

corinnadance@hotmail.co.uk
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Theatre Street Performing Arts
began life as a very small dance
school in 2001. Two decades on
it has grown into a major youth
performing arts organisation,
with over four hundred visits
to its studios at The Link every
week – covid regulations
permitting!
Free trials are available on
request for most of the
after-school classes, which
include drama, singing, street

Commissioned by Three Rivers and the London
Borough of Bexley, The Hundred Club is produced
by TACO! and runs periodically at the Lesnes
Abbey Lodge.
taco.org.uk/The-Hundred-Club
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THE
HUNDRED
CLUB

The Hundred Club is an experimental creative
space which uses arts and play to explore
social justice issues. Led and initiated by artist
Ruth Beale, the club is for 7-11 year-olds and
their siblings, parents and carers. Participants
collaborate democratically to create work they
believe promotes a fair, just and equal world.

dance, ballet, jazz, tap and
acrobatic dance. Courses and
productions also run during the
holidays.
Theatre Street has a thriving
competitive dance troupe,
Theatre Street Dance Company,
which performs and competes
all over the UK. It also runs a
full-time performance course
with the London College of
Performing Arts.

THEATRE
STREET
PERFORMING
ARTS

theatrestreet.org
020 8312 1659

theatrestreet@aol.com
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www.utopiacheer.co.uk
Utopia Cheer

UTOPIA
CHEER

Utopia Cheer started up in 2016 to give
people in Thamesmead the chance
to cheerlead, both recreationally and
competitively.
Cheerleading uses tumbling, stunts, jumping
and dancing to create choreographed team
performances.
The group, which competes regionally and
nationally, welcomes anyone from the age of
three to 30 to join its Monday evening classes.

TREASURES
SUPPLEMENTARY
SCHOOL WITH
CULTURE CLUB
Treasures Supplementary School supports
school children with homework and teaches
them about African culture.
Founded in 2010, the weekend school
gives lessons in African songs, dances and
storytelling to children and young adults
from a range of backgrounds. It is based in
Abbey Wood library.
desiredife7@gmail.com
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Apollo
Colours
Apollo Colours is an international
screen-printing ink manufacturer, based
on Nathan Way in Thamesmead.

Andrew
Phoenix

Set up by Stan Spurling in 1983, the
family-run business produces and sells
its own range of products within the
commercial, credit card and security
industry.
The company, which has branches in
the UK, Germany and North America,
specialises in producing tailor-made
speciality inks.
apollocolours.co.uk

london@apollocolours.co.uk

Magician Andrew Phoenix performs his
trickery at family celebrations and corporate
events across Europe.
He’s also one half of the comedy-magic duo
Mentalless (pictured), which specialises in
reading people’s minds, improvisation and
audience participation.
andrewphoenix.co.uk
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CC Events
Happy childhood memories of fairs and firework nights
in Thamesmead inspired Catherine Molnar to set up an
events company with her husband Christopher. That firm,
CC Events UK, now puts on fun days, festivals and a variety
of cultural events and markets in South East London.

info@cceventsuk.com
CCEventsUK

In 2020 CC Events UK won the Bexley Business Award for
Contribution to the Community, and the company prides
itself on giving small local businesses and craftspeople an
opportunity to sell their wares.

C-That
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“I was always told that
I would need to get
a real job one day”
Ten years after starting out
as a street artist, Cieron Peel
is now the director of his
own visual communications
company, C-That.
With its roots firmly
embedded in the world
of graffiti, C-That’s work
ranges from graphic design
to interactive public art to

videos that can be used
for virtual reality projects.
His clients include Costa
Coffee, Nike and Grolsch.
Further down the line
Cieron wants to mentor
young artists and designers
who, like him, have the
passion to turn their
creativity into a career.

www.c-that.co.uk
@cthat.co.uk
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Crossness Records is a DIY one-woman record label based
around the corner from its namesake, Crossness Pumping
Station. The label was set-up by Hannah Ehrlich in 2019
to release The Silver Field’s second album, which was
followed by the debut album from anrimeal.
Releases have been played on the likes of BBC Radio 6
Music, BBC Radio 3, Radio X and Resonance FM – and
reviewed in publications including The Wire, Electronic
Sound and Mojo.
Hannah, who likes experimental and psychedelic music
of all stripes as well as pure pop melody, hosts a regular
radio show on RTM.FM. She is keen to meet others in the
community, and invites those involved in music-making
of any kind to get in touch.

@crossnessrecs
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Away from the rag trade, William enjoys
playing contemporary Afrobeats and house
on his RTM.FM show Afrodeliks.
DON FABIO CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES

DON
FABIO
CLOTHING

Designer William Ofosu Apea creates
t-shirts and shirts combining Ankara/African
print and denim for his Thamesmead-based
label, Don Fabio Clothing.

Danzability
Danzability offers dance based personal development and
inclusive dance classes, workshops and motivational talks.
It was founded in 2015 by Kavina Pound and her daughter
Bethany Pound Green, who are both living with disabilities.
The pair, who also dance with Deptford Freestylers, believe
that dance can help everybody live life to its full potential.
Kavina, who came to dance as an adult, often gives talks on
how it has helped with her dyspraxia.
The team, who work with both groups and individuals, are
particularly interested in biodanza, which promotes self
awareness through music and movement.

biodanzagreenwich@hotmail.co.uk
Danzability Greenwich
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HELIX
3D
Giant prop maker Helix 3D has been based
in the Old Turbine Factory on Nathan Way
for more than 15 years. The firm, which
produces work for many film and TV
companies, also creates exhibition stands
and outsize focal points for all manner
of PR events.
helix3d.co.uk

Events
Meets
World

Events Meets World is a Thamesmeadbased event management company,
offering services, including catering and
equipment hire, alongside event planning
and execution.
Founded by Adedapo Michael Dalley, who
was brought up in the town, the firm is
aiming to become the go-to platform for
unique event enquiries.
At the heart of its offering are catering
services delivered in partnership with Yeti’s
Kitchen, which specialises in authentic West
African cuisine tailored to customers’ tastes.
eventsmeetsworld.co.uk
eventsmeetsworld

@eventsmeetsworld
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KTA

KD
PRODUCTIONS
Using the latest 3D construction, design and
rendering technology, KD Productions builds sets
for TV, theatre, corporate projects and fashion
shows at its Abbey Wood workshop.
The company, which was formed by Alan
Kingsley-Dobson in 2007, prides itself on working
with “any kind of crazy idea that someone may
have for a project”. They even created a tank for
a Phil McIntyre production of David Walliams’
Grandpa’s Great Escape (pictured).

kdproductions.co.uk

ktalondon.com
@lizzykta

Elizabeth runs skate streetwear company
KTA. Growing up as a tomboy she often
shopped in the boy’s sections, and began to
gather compliments on how she balanced
feminine and masculine energy in her look.
Now making clothes for others, Elizabeth
hopes her brand can help forge a voice for
People of Colour and LGBTQI+ communities
in the world of skating.
Photo by Shennell Kennedy/GUAP
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POSTAGE
STAMP
DESIGNS
Beautiful little squares of art from all over
the world, collected over a lifetime. That’s
how Rebecca and Tom saw the huge
stamp collection they inherited from Tom’s
Granddad, Ted.

Mary Ann makes and sells Christmas
wreaths that people can use as table
decorations, or to hang on their doors.
She enjoys using natural materials such
as pine and eucalyptus that she has
gathered in Thamesmead, adding in
candles, flowers, small figures and even
sweets to give character and colour to
her creations.

Poshnsparkle

Mary
Ann
Wilson

Poshnsparkle is an event
planning and management
company that takes pride in
creating unique celebrations
for all of its clients.

With several suitcase of stamps sitting in
their loft the couple realised they wanted to
use them in a way that would have made Ted
proud. So they took his cherished collection
and began making artwork with it, hoping
others would appreciate the stamps as
much as he had.

Postage Stamp Designs now sells its wares
online and at markets across South London.
Rebecca and Tom, who create the pieces in
their spare time, say it would be a dream to
be part of an exhibition one day.
@postagestampdesigns
postagestampdesigns

From their headquarters on
Nathan Way, the firm designs
and arranges bespoke
parties for both businesses
and individual customers,
specialising in elegant and
joyful weddings and family
occasions.

poshnsparkle.co.uk

maryannwilson100@hotmail.com
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Rima & McRae, which was founded in 2002 by
Rima Patel and Jamie Thompson, specialises
in producing custom artworks and bespoke
surfaces in its Thamesmead studio.
Working for clients across the globe, the
company makes products ranging from
decorative glass for the Four Seasons Hotel
in Moscow, to a tiny cabinet front in a
residential bathroom.
In addition to offering work experience and
internships for teenagers, Rima & McRae has
been working with 120 Thamesmead school
children to create a glass sculpture for the
town’s new library.
This project has been supported by Peabody,
Arts Council England and Bexley Council.
rimamcrae.co.uk
@rimamcrae

info@rimamcrae.co.uk
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Portrait and event photographer Sam Jobi is
on a quest to “capture meaningful moments
in an artful way”.
For this particular picture his client wanted
a celebratory birthday portrait taken in the
streets near her Thamesmead home. She
was thrilled with the result.

SAM
JOBI
126

SOUND OF
STORM

Specialising in family sessions, Sam enjoys
building a relationship with his subjects, and
aims to encapsulate both memories and
emotions in his imagery.

A love of music and spirituality led Storm Webb
to search for ways that sound can help the mind
and body. While training as a sound therapist
she fell in love with Himalayan singing bowls
(pictured), which she credits for transforming
her own health. She’s now made it her mission
to use the therapy to help others cultivate their
inner calm and self-healing powers.
Storm, who works with both individuals and
groups, is a regular at the Bexley Eco Festival.
She also holds events at Lesnes Abbey Lodge,
Bexley’s Hall Place, and the Falconwood
Community Centre.
soundofstorm.co.uk
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“Every time we look at
your photographs, they
bring back the magic”
Thamesmead-based photographer Louisa
Coulthurst takes relaxed, contemporary,
wedding and family pictures.
Working behind the scenes without
interrupting proceedings, she has been
praised for capturing “not only the look
of the wedding day, but also the spirit of
the occasion.”
urbanbridesmaid.com
@urbanbridesmaid

louisa@urbanbridesmaid.com

URBAN
BRIDESMAID
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Whitestone

PLACES

Lola Famubode’s jewellery company,
Whitestone, handcrafts pieces using the
finest graded crystals and gemstones.
The company’s jewellery, which is proving
popular with customers in both the UK and
the US, is available through its new website.
whitestonejewellery.co.uk

Contactus@whitestonejewellery.co.uk
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ABBEY ARMS
Live music, outdoor cinema and
drag queen bingo – just some
of what’s regularly on offer at
the Abbey Arms in Wilton Road.
The family and dog friendly
pub also uses its tented beer
garden to host celebrations for
everything worth raising a glass
to – annual highlights include
Halloween Freak Week and
Christmas live music events
with fire pits and mulled wine.
Wilton Road, SE28 9RH
abbeyarms-se2.co.uk
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THE
BIRCHWOOD
The family-friendly Birchwood is a much loved
centre of hospitality in Thamesmead. The
pub regularly hosts live musicians, DJs and
karaoke, with quiz nights, darts and bingo
thrown in to boot. There are even occasional
tarot readings and psychic nights if you are
looking for something different.
The pub, which serves both food and a wide
range of beers and ales, has been home to
Thamesmead’s British Legion for the last 30
years. Bar staff also fundraise throughout
the year for the annual pensioners’ Christmas
party and community trips to the coast.
Grovebury Road, SE2 9BB
birchwoodpublichouse
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As a child in Poland Dominika Kieruzel found
great comfort in clear starry nights, and her
online gallery is named after the cosmos
she grew to love so much.
For Kosmoss, the web is a perfect platform
for a new folklore, and the gallery only
exhibits work that has been created digitally.
In 2021 the Thamesmead Community
Fund supported the gallery to run a local
open call, resulting in the Drawing Circles
exhibition by Andreas Tomoiaga (pictured).
2022‘s programme focuses on one of
the most powerful tools available to artists
– sensitivity. Highlights include: Matthew
Berka’s experimental mystery film Under
The Palms; a Kosmoss and Teddy May de
Kock performance; a series of conceptual
works from Joseph Griffiths and an
exploration of intimacy by Mengting Zhuo.

Crossness
Pumping Station
Known as the Cathedral on the Marsh,
the Grade 1 listed Crossness Pumping
Station was opened in 1865 as part of
Sir Joseph Bazalgette’s revolutionary
London sewage system.
Visitors to this unique site can see the
four huge beam engines, alongside
exhibitions detailing the history of the
station and early toilet designs. There’s
also a narrow-gauge railway from the
entrance to the site, plus family craft
activities on Crossness related themes.
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Open Days are held monthly on Sundays,
with guided tours available on some
Tuesdays. There’s a Toilet Timeline exhibition
available free online, and 2022 will see the
launch of a virtual 360-degree guided visitor
tour. Advance booking is essential for all
in-person visits, please check the website
for details.
crossness.org.uk

Bazalgette Way, SE2 9AQ

KOSMOSS
kosmoss.co.uk

@kosmoss.co.uk
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The Lakeside Centre is a key hub of creative
and community activity in Thamesmead.
The former social club, which has been
refurbished by art and education charity
Bow Arts, is now home to 35 artist
studios and a weekday community cafe
‘The Y on the Lake’ (open 8.30am-3.00pm).
Also onsite is a catering, production and
training facility, and an early years nursery –
both run by the YMCA.
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LAKESIDE
CENTRE

Open to all, centre activities include life
drawing classes, community gardening
and outdoor movie nights with the
Thamesmead Travelling Cinema. There’s also
a new Kids’ Art club, where Lakeside artists
teach sculpture, collage, drawing and painting
to 5-11 year-olds. (Saturday 10.00am12.00pm, £3 per child)
The Bow Arts team was also responsible
for bringing the Exbury Egg to Thamesmead.
The Egg – as featured on Channel 4’s
Amazing Spaces – was built by artist Stephen
Turner as a floating studio. It drifted into
Southmere Lake in 2019 as part of the Venice
Biennale, and spent two years operating as a
gallery and object of fascination.
Lakeside plans for 2022 include the opening
of a photographic darkroom with drop-in
and member sessions, and a series of spraypainting workshops.

Bazalgette Way, SE2 9AN

bowarts.org/lakeside-centre/whats-on
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12th Century abbey ruins and ancient
woodlands provide a stunning backdrop for
a busy calendar of arts and cultural events
at Lesnes Abbey Woods. In 2021 Lesnes
hosted: the Global Village music festival;
illuminated walk Light the Way, and Ruined
Theatre’s production of My Teacher is a Troll
(pictured).

named after unsung heroes in
Eric MacLennan’s The Lesnes Hundred
project. Lesnes Abbey Woods is also
home to regular farmers’ markets, one-off
creative workshops such as Christmas
wreath making, and the popular Chestnuts
Kiosk cafe, which serves hot and cold food
throughout the year.

Visitors are able to explore using Bernadette
Russell and Sophie Austin’s Lore of the
Wild storytelling app, and look for the trees

2022 will see more live music and theatre
at Lesnes, as well as the launch of a new
outdoor education space.

lesnesabbeywoods.org
chestnutskiosk
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Thamesmead’s brand-new community
building, The Nest, will form the focal point
for activities in Cygnet Square. At the heart
of Southmere Lake’s regeneration, the
top floors of the three-storey building are
already playing host to an increasing range
of community meetings, such as the 2021
Black History Month events.
The Nest has a variety of spaces for hire,
including rooms suitable for meetings,
celebrations and creative activities – please
get in touch with the Peabody Communities
Team for details.
The spacious ground floor will be home to
a new library, run by the London Borough of
Bexley, which is set to open this spring.

ThamesmeadCommunityTeam@peabody.org.uk
libraries-in-bexley
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Photo by Paul Elliot
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TACO!
The Thamesmead Arts and Culture
Office (TACO!) is an ambitious artist-led
contemporary arts organisation, which runs
exhibitions, projects, events, workshops
and discussions.

Avril Corroon’s Got Damp, inspired by historic
housing problems and community activism,
will work with residents to develop an artwork
that explores our relationship to nature in
our homes.

Since opening in 2018 TACO! has worked
with more than 70 artists and 500 local
people including the Thamesmead animator
and filmmaker Mary Martins. Her black and
white film portrait of a capoeira practitioner,
The Living Quality of Light, Time and Form
(pictured), was shown at the gallery in 2021.

In summer 2022 TACO! is moving into its new
long-term home in Cygnet Square, where
it will be open from 9.00am until 11.00pm,
Wednesday to Sunday.

Current projects include several with a social
history focus. Holly Graham is researching the
anti-racist actions taken by the community in
the 1990s that led to the closure of the BNP
offices in Welling.
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Events planned include: a Frances Scott film
installation about composer Wendy Carlos; a
Tracy Sada project exploring immigration and
identity; a night time programme of regular live
performances, broadcasts and music events.
taco.org.uk

@tracey_aint_coming_out
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RTM.FM is a radio station developed
and managed by TACO! as a platform for
community produced culture, debate, art
and music. The station, which has a team
of over 15 volunteer producers, supports
more than 75 local broadcasters from across
Thamesmead and South East London.
RTM.FM provides opportunities for people
to produce and distribute their own content
and learn skills in broadcasting, production
and presenting.
Shows, which are all available online at
RTM.FM, include music, drama, documentary
and discussions. The station is open to
programming proposals – if you would like to
get involved, please submit your ideas online.
RTM.FM
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Thamesmere
Library

Thamesmere Library offers a wide
variety of books and DVDs for both
adults and children.

Thamesmere Drive, SE28 8DT
thamesmere-library
020 8310 4246

The library, which shares a home with
the leisure centre, is used for a range of
community activities. Knit and Natter
sessions are led by manager Olu Alabi
(pictured), and there’s also a monthly book
club, children’s story time, and bilingual baby
rhymes in Yoruba and English. The timetable
is still getting back to normal following
lockdown, so please call or look online to
check times.
Open every day from Monday to Saturday,
the library offers free internet and some
desk space for study.
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The Thamesmead Culture Directory 2022 is a
Peabody publication, developed in collaboration
with Thamesmead’s creative community.
Produced and written by Helen Sorrell
Helen is a journalist and creative producer with many years’ experience on
flagship programmes at BBC News. Based in South East London, she was
led to this project by her passion for arts, storytelling and community.
helenmsorrell@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/helen-sorrell/
Additional research by Manny
Manny (Emmanuel Adeneye) is a Thamesmead native and researcher.
His interest lies in the protection and documentation of ethnic communities,
and the repair of Thamesmead into a respected community. If you’ve seen
a man around town with a neon-orange bag, that’s Manny.
editor@ebonics.uk

Designed by Moyo Creative
moyocreative.com

Photography
Most images courtesy of the artists and featured organisations.
Additional photography
Adriana Marques, Ariel Haviland, Emile Holba, Helen Sorrell,
Lisa Drew, Rosie Reed Gold, Tom Chaplin
Links to websites outside the publication do not imply support or endorsement for any
information or views expressed on external sites.
© Peabody 2022
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